Abstract. Realistic simulation of tool-tissue interactions can help to develop more e ective surgical training systems and simulators. This study uses a nite element and meshless modeling approach to simulate the grasping procedure of a large intra-abdominal organ, i.e. a kidney, during laparoscopic surgery. Results indicate that the accuracy of the meshless method is comparable with that of the nite element method, with root mean square errors in the range of 0.8 to 2.3 mm in di erent directions. For the model presented in this study, the computational cost of the meshless method was much less than that of the nite element model.
Introduction
Laparoscopic surgery is a keyhole surgical or minimally invasive surgical approach that has achieved an increasing popularity in clinical practice in recent years. In contrast to open surgery that needs large areas of cutting, laparoscopic surgery requires only small perforation holes for the entry of optical and surgical instruments into the body. With this type of surgery, the damage to the surrounding healthy tissue is minimum, which results in less infection and postoperative pain. However, this type of surgery requires that surgeons be trained for blindsurgery, which requires undertaking operations under a di erent environment. Most importantly, laparoscopic surgeons miss their direct vision and sense of touch over the operating organs, as they watch the surgery site using an optic system on a screen and perform surgery using long rod endoscopic instruments. So, it is necessary to provide new methods for laparoscopic surgery trainees that can enhance their skills in time and cost e cient ways. Surgical simulation systems provide virtual environments wherein trainees can practice surgery repeatedly at minimal cost.
Biomechanical modelling of soft tissue is a method to simulate and compute force-displacement interactions between the laparoscopic tool and the tissue. The method can provide the visual and haptic feedback needed for training. Detailed modelling of biological organs is complex, but it is essential to model such organs and, in order to model the biomechanical behavior of the organ, appropriate modelling tools are needed. Although experimental study is a choice for modelling the organs, complicated techniques may be required to measure the force-displacement characteristics experimentally [1] . There have been attempts in the literature to simulate the mechanical interac-tion of surgical tools and soft organs using di erent modeling techniques, e.g. Finite Element Method (FEM) [2] [3] [4] , mass spring [5] , and meshless method [6] . FEM is a common method in modelling soft tissue, but it is computationally more expensive than the meshless method and thus not appropriate for real time simulations. The meshless method, on the other hand, is not as accurate as FEM, but is much faster. It is also suitable for real time simulations, due to the fact that it does not need a mesh generation procedure. This is particularly important for tissue with complex geometry, as well as for easy handling of nite strains and large displacements in a Lagrangian framework [7] .
The aim of this study is to compare the e cacy of FEM and meshless techniques used for fast simulation of tool-tissue interactions. For a soft large organ, mechanical integration with a laparoscopic grasper was simulated, and the accuracy and computational cost of the two techniques were compared.
Method 2.1. Geometry of the kidney
To simulate interaction between a kidney and a laparoscopic grasper, the three dimensional (3D) geometry of the kidney and grasper has to be measured. To measure the geometry of the kidney, a dummy model of the kidney was produced using a mold making and casting technique, as shown in Figure 1 (Figure 1(b) ) was then measured using a digital vernier caliper. All measurement records were then used to create a 3D geometrical model of the kidney in SolidWorks (DassaultSyst emes, Fr).
The size of the kidney model was about 30 40 75 mm. A measurement was also taken from a custom made grasper, and its 3D model was created in SolidWorks software. 
Material property
For a clear comparison between the FEM and meshless models, identical mechanical properties were de ned for both. To simplify the models, the mechanical properties of the kidney model were assumed to be an isotropic, homogeneous, incompressible material with linear elastic properties. The material properties of the soft tissue kidney were obtained from open literature [8] . The density and Young's modulus of the kidney were assumed to be 1000 kg/m 3 and 20 kPa, respectively, and its Poisson ratio to be 0.495, considering the nearly incompressible behavior of the tissue.
No material was de ned for the surgical grasper in the Finite Element (FE) model as the grasper was presented using two parallel rigid plates. It is assumed that the deformation of the grasper is negligible in comparison with the deformation of tissue under the applied contact force.
Finite element method
After creating the 3D model of the kidney and grasper in SolidWorks, the les were imported into Abaqus (DassaultSyst emes, Fr) software. An interaction was de ned between the grasper jaws and the kidney (Figure 2(a) ). It was assumed that the loading would be directed from the grasper towards the soft tissue. A \general contact" with \ nite sliding" was used to describe the interface between the grasper planes and kidney. A \penalty" contact method, with a friction coe cient of 0.15 [9] , was chosen to minimize the penetration of the contacting node and elements at the interface. The boundary conditions were applied to the kidney model as zero displacements at the nodes of its top surface, which can present the e ect of surrounding tissue. An external loading was applied to the grasper planes to squeeze the kidney tissue at its contact zone. The contact pressure between the grasper planes and the kidney tissue in a Z direction was de ned to increase from zero to a maximum of a 0.02 MPa in 2 seconds. As there was a small gap between the grasper jaws and the tissue, a preforce was applied to the jaws to make sure they were in touch with the tissue before applying the original loading. As the geometry of the model was complex, a dynamic explicit procedure was used to solve the FE model. The kidney's model was meshed using 1330 nodes and 6195 elements type C3D4 (Figure 2(b) ).
Meshless method
In this study, the Element Free Galerkin (EFG) method was used to simulate the mechanical interactions of the kidney and the grasper. This method presents a high convergence rate and e ciency for models with moving interfaces [10] . The shape functions of the EFG method were constructed using the Moving Least 
Squares (MLS) technique [11]
. This approximation introduces u(x) as a function de ned in Eq. (1):
where p(x) are polynomial basis functions, m is the number of basis functions in the column vector, p(x) and a(x) are their coe cients, which are functions of the spatial coordinates, x. In the current implementation, a 3D linear basis function was utilized. The shape functions were derived as below:
in which A and B are de ned as:
and w(x) represents the weight function with a domain of in uence. At the initial step, using the geometry imported from SolidWorks software, the nodes were required to make the general geometry of the kidney. Then, the e ective domain was determined for each node, and quadrature cells and Jacobian and weight matrices were generated. A 3D linear basis function and implicit integration were used in the model. The algorithm was implemented in Matlab (Mathworks, US). All boundary conditions and external loadings applied to the model were similar to those of the FE model.
Originally, 83 nodes were implemented in the meshless model and the displacement of these nodes was considered the deformation of the model. But, in order to make a comparison between the meshless and FE models, the displacements of the nodes similar to the FE model were also determined. In order to nd the displacements of these points, a meshless solution for the nearest nodes was considered. Using an interpolation procedure, for each node, a new coordinate system was calculated considering its location within the domain. Eq. (5) indicates the formulation used for interpolation in one direction:
where i denotes the number of nodes that have the minimum distance from a chosen point, and w represents a coe cient depending upon the distance from the point to each neighboring node.
Results

FE model
The results of the nite element model and the meshless model for total displacement of the nodal points were post processed using Matlab, as shown in Figure 3 . The node coordinates and element speci cations were used as input to create the model. The magnitude of the displacement vector for each node was calculated. In Figure 3 , the colors show the level of displacement at the model. For instance, the blue areas at the top of the kidney are indicative of minimum displacement, and the orange areas at the bottom of the kidney specify the areas with the largest displacements. Figure 3(a) shows the results of the nite element method for distribution of the displacements on the kidney. The largest deformation at the kidney occurred at the contact area with the grasper jaw, where the tissue was compressed. The maximum displacement was about 10 mm in this area. There were also regions of large deformations on the lateral sides of the kidney, near to the contact site, where the tissue was a ected by the edges of the graspers. The maximum displacement was about 5 mm in this area. No displacement was observed at the top of kidney, which was kept xed in the nite element model. The running time of the FE model, with 1330 nodes and 2621 elements, was about 2 hours on a laptop computer.
Meshless model
The results of the meshless model for the total displacements of 1330 points, equivalent to the nodes of the nite element model, are shown in Figure 3(b) . The displacements of these points were found using an interpolation procedure from the meshless solution for the initial 83 nodes. Again, maximum deformations were observed at the contact areas with the grasper jaws, with a maximum displacement of about 7 mm. Also, the large deformation regions, at the lateral sides of the kidney, similar to the FE model, were predicted by the meshless model. A maximum displacement of 3 mm was observed in this area. No displacement was found at the top of the kidney, due to the boundary conditions applied to the model. The computational time for preprocessing and generating the sti ness and mass matrices of the 83 node meshless model was about 23 seconds. Also, the computational time to solve the meshless model was about 10 seconds, and it took 0.07 seconds to perform the interpolation procedure and nd the displacement for the 1330 points.
Error analysis
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the meshless solution, its results should be compared with the FE model using a node by node approach. The displacements obtained from both FEM and meshless methods for all 1330 nodes were compared. The general pattern of the displacement distribution for the two models was in close agreement. There were some di erences in the results, which is thought to be due to node scattering, the interpolation procedure and the domain of in uence. In addition, the distribution of the nodes in the meshless model was di erent; fewer nodes in the middle and more nodes at the bottom of the kidney were distributed. Hence, the main di erences were found to be at the latter side of the kidney.
Considering x and y as the lateral and distal directions on the kidney's surface, respectively, and z as the direction anterior to the kidney (Figure 1) , the di erences of the nodal displacements were analyzed at each direction. The maximum displacements predicted by the FE model in x, y, and z directions were 5.32, 2.26, and 9.79, respectively. While the corresponding results for meshless model were 0.40, 1.55, and 6.35 mm, respectively.
To verify the accuracy of the results, an error analysis operation was performed. The Root Mean Square (RMS) errors were calculated for all 1330 points in x, y and z directions. The RMS errors are as follows: 
Discussion
In order to use a computer simulation system to train for laparoscopic surgery, a fast and real time computer program is required. This study focuses on developing a biomechanical computer simulator that can evaluate the interactions between a large intra-abdominal organ, i.e. a kidney, and a grasping instrument. Generally, undertaking laparoscopic surgery is complex, since the surgery is blind, and manipulation of the tissue is di cult. There is no direct visualization and feedback sensing. Thus, the training models should provide appropriate visual and haptic display in real time.
Previous studies in the literature have often been unable to simulate the grasping procedure of soft organs with high accuracy and feasible computational cost. The nite element model can provide a realistic presentation of soft tissue deformations, but, the nite element procedure is normally slow with high computational cost. Therefore, the nite element method cannot be considered for real time simulations [3] .
The meshless method examined in the present study is based on a set of scattered nodes that build the geometry of the soft organ. With the meshless method, during the running process, there is no need to mesh and re-mesh the geometrical model. This would be important when dealing with soft abdominal organs where deformations may be quite large. W With an FE model, re-meshing of the object during the solution procedure may be required, due to the geometrical irregularity of the models.
The results of this study show that the meshless method can provide reasonable accuracy with low computational cost. Close agreement between the results of the meshless model and those of the FEM was observed. The RMS errors for the displacements of the points in the meshless model were within an acceptable range, based on FE references. As a general conclusion, it might be suggested that the meshless method is an e cient computing technique for evaluating the mechanical properties of soft tissue in a real time process.
The results of this study suggest that the di erences between the meshless model and FEM results depend upon the node scattering pattern. In general, the high density distribution of nodes was at the contact regions, and the low density distribution of nodes was in other regions to reduce computational time. As a result, higher accuracies were obtained at the regions in contact with the grasper jaws compared to those regions located outside the contact interface. This feature of the meshless method can be used to adjust the accuracy at di erent areas of the soft tissue model by applying appropriate distribution patterns for the nodes. For instance, at the sensitive areas of the tissue, e.g. near the blood vessels or nerves, higher accuracy can be obtained utilizing a higher density distribution pattern.
Finally, a simple innovative approach was presented in this study to achieve a realistic and comprehensive graphical representation of the deformed organs from the results of the meshless model. Within the current meshless method, only displacement was computed. It is obvious that by increasing the number of nodes, higher computational time would be resulted, which is not the aim of this study. Here, a limited number of nodes was used to solve the meshless model in an acceptable time frame. However, after nding the displacements of the nodes, it is possible to calculate the displacements for a large number of points around the geometrical model by employing an interpolation approach. The algorithm used for the meshless model would be very useful when dealing with irregular, complex and large organ geometries.
Conclusion
This study suggests that the meshless method is an e cient technique for real time computer modeling of large organs. For the model presented in this study, the computational cost of the meshless method was much less (99.5% less) than that of the nite element model. 
